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Abstract

Image tagging is an essential step for developing Automatic Image Annotation

(AIA) methods that are based on the learning by example paradigm. However,

manual image annotation, even for creating training sets for machine learning

algorithms, requires hard effort and contains human judgment errors and sub-

jectivity. Thus, alternative ways for automatically creating training examples,

i.e., pairs of images and tags, are pursued. In this work, we investigate whether

tags accompanying photos in the Instagram can be considered as image anno-

tation metadata. If such a claim is proved then Instagram could be used as

a very rich, easy to collect automatically, source of training data for the de-

velopment of AIA techniques. Our hypothesis is that Instagram hashtags, and

especially those provided by the photo owner / creator, express more accurately

the content of a photo compared to the tags assigned to a photo during explicit

image annotation processes like crowdsourcing. In this context, we explore the

descriptive power of hashtags by examining whether other users would use the

same, with the owner, hashtags to annotate an image. For this purpose 1000

Instagram images were collected and one to four hashtags, considered as the

most descriptive ones for the image in question, were chosen among the hash-

tags used by the photo owner. An online database was constructed to generate

online questionnaires containing 20 images each, which were distributed to ex-

periment participants so they can choose the best suitable hashtag for every
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image according to their interpretation. Results show that an average of 66%

of the participants hashtag choices coincide with those suggested by the photo

owners; thus, an initial evidence towards our hypothesis confirmation can be

claimed.

Keywords: Instagram, hashtags, image tagging, image retrieval, machine

learning

1. Introduction

On average 300 million photos are uploaded to Facebook per day [1] while an

average of 80 million photos are shared every day in Instagram [2]. Locating and

retrieving these and other images uploaded on the Web is very challenging not

only in terms of effectiveness (retrieve the right image according to the user needs5

/ queries) and efficiency (execution time) but also in terms of visibility (being

locatable). Contemporary search engines retrieve images in a text-based manner

since the majority of end users are familiar with text-based queries for retrieving

web pages and digital documents. In text-based image retrieval images must

be somehow related with specific keywords or textual description. This kind of10

textual description is, usually, obtained from the web page, or the document,

containing the corresponding images and includes HTML alternative text, the

file names of the images, captions, metadata tags and surrounding text [3, 4].

However, images in social media, which constitute the great majority of Web

images, cannot effectively indexed (extract relevant text description) with pure15

web-based techniques, mainly because the user pages in social media do not

follow the classic web-page structure. As a result, the well-known content-based

image retrieval field revitalized and a more specific research area, Automatic

Image Annotation (AIA) [5] emerged. AIA refers to the process of extracting

low-level features from an image and assigning one or more semantic concepts20

to it [6].

A large category of AIA involves machine learning techniques has its roots

in the learning by example paradigm [7]. Training examples used for AIA are
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pairs of images and related tags. Many different models and machine learning

techniques were developed to build the so-called ‘visual models’, that is, models25

that capture the correlation between image features and textual words from the

training examples. Visual models are then fed with image features extracted

from unseen images to predict their tagging [8]. Assuming that good visual

models can be achieved, image retrieval using the training by example paradigm

provides a promising alternative to text-based methods (since it does not require30

explicit annotation of all images in the collection, but only a small set of properly

annotated images) [9]. Nevertheless, the first important step to create effective

visual models is to use good training examples (pairs of images and annotations).

In this context, automatic creation of training examples via crawling is highly

desirable because it addresses the scalability (models for new concepts) and35

adaptability (modification of training models) issues.

According to a survey of Pew Research Internet Project1, the proportion

of online American adults who use Instagram has doubled since 2012 showing

the highest increase among all social media platforms [10]. Instagram is a free

application for mobile devices, which offers a user the possibility to upload, edit40

and share with other Instagram users pictures and very short videos. The term

Instagram is a combination of two words, from the word instant used to old mar-

ket cameras and the gram comes from telegram from the snapshots people were

taking2. Instagram launched on 6 October 2010 and rapidly gained popularity,

managed to have 400 million active users on January 20163. It is estimated that45

80 million pictures are being shared per day [2] through Instagram.

In January 2011 Instagram added hashtags [11] and from 27 April 2015

users are able to use emoji as hashtags4. Hashtags are tags or words prepended

with ‘#’ used to indicate the content of the picture, allowing users to search

1http://www.pewresearch.org/
2Instagram: FAQ, https://instagram.com/about/faq/#
3http://www.statista.com/statistics/272014/global-social-networks-ranked-by-number-of-

users/
4Instagram: Our Story, https://instagram.com/press/
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for pictures and increase visibility. Photo owners sometimes want to connect50

pictures with emotions; in that case they use emoji which are pictograms that

are connected with emotions.

Hashtags are not totally new in the web; users started to use them with

IRC (Internet Relay Chat) in order to categorize items into groups. The first

who used hashtags, in contemporary Social Media and especially inTwitter, was55

Chris Messina, a designer, who asked his followers how they felt about using

the pound sign to group conversations [12]. Thus, a basic role of hashtags was

traditionally to organize knowledge and facilitate access and enable retrieval of

information (see also the work of Small [13] on this). Tapastreet, a search en-

gine platform that offers users the opportunity to browse geo-located video and60

photos from social media such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, harvests

location, time and hashtags [14] assuming that hashtags can be used in order

to retrieve visual content. On the other hand, we know that users extend the

function of hashtagging beyond findability and give hashtags a metacommunica-

tive use. According to Daer et al. [15] the metacommunicative function can be65

split into four codes: ‘emphasizing’, ‘iterating’, ‘critiquing’, ‘identifying’, and

‘rallying’. ‘Emphasizing’ is used to give emphasis or call attention; ‘critiquing’

expresses judgment or verdict; ‘identifying’ is used to refer to the author of the

post; ‘iterating’ to expresses humor and ‘rallying’ brings awareness or support

to a cause.70

Several researchers suggest also that hashtags carry emotional information [16]

which is not directly related with the context they appear [17]. In a research

on the tags of a set of 2700 pictures, it was measured that approximately 10%

of these photos were related with emotion words not directly related with their

visual content [18]. A recent study, on gender difference in hashtag usage in75

Instagram for the hashtag ‘Malaysianfood’, revealed that women tend to use

emotional hashtags while men hashtags are more informative [19]. Ferrara et

al. [20] studied user behavior while they annotate their photos with hashtags.

They found that users use quite a few hashtags in order to annotate an image.

It should be evident from the above that Instagram provides a rich forum80
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for automatically creating training sets for AIA. It contains a huge amount of

images which are commented through hashtags by their creators / owners and,

despite that not all hashtags are actually related with the visual content of

images, many of hashtags carry significant descriptive information of the visual

content. Thus, if we assume that it is the owner who can better express the85

real visual content or meaning of an image then choosing among the hashtags

for assigning tags to images is much safer than traditional text-based indexing

approaches [21, 22, 23]. This is extremely important in training sets where

pairs of images and tags have to be carefully selected because they affect the

effectiveness of tag predicting models. However, Intsagram hashtags are used90

not only to describe the visual content of an image but also serve other functions

falling under the metacommunicative use or expressing emotions. In this work,

we are trying to check the extent to which hashtags are indeed related with

the actual content of an image and the percentage of hashtags that are relevant

to Instagram photo compared to those referring to metacommunicative use or95

carrying emotional information irrelevant to the visual content.

2. Related work

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that examines the appro-

priateness of Instagram photo-hashtag pairs for creating training sets for AIA.

However, several approaches were proposed to (i) develop training datasets from100

the Web to be used for image classification / tagging [24], (ii) use the Flickr,

a social network similar to Instagram, to construct image - tag pairs [25], (iii)

get advantage of clickthrough data and search logs in search engines to form

image-tag pairs [26], (iv) combining linguistic description with visual data in

order to achieve automatic image annotation [27] and (v)investigate the quality105

of manual image annotation [28]. In the following, we examine the research in

these areas in more detail.
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2.1. Developing image datasets by harvesting the Web

The last decade research has moved towards automatically acquired (from

the Web) data sources in order to be used for training AIA systems or concept110

detectors in general [29, 30, 31]. Such data sources include content that has been

annotated by user-defined tags (e.g., Picasa, Flickr, Yahoo! Video, Youtube

etc) as well as images and videos annotated with keywords that have been

automatically extracted from the surrounding text of the corresponding Web

pages.115

Schroff et al. [24] tried to automatically generate high-quality images for a

specified object class. In order to achieve the aforementioned goal, they har-

vested images based on a text-based Web search on a specific object. Then they

used a combination of text/metadata and visual features so to exclude irrelevant

images and automatically rank the relevant ones.120

Deng et al. [32] created one of the biggest image databases, ImageNet, a

large-scale ontology of images. In order to collect the images the researchers

submitted queries to several image search engines then selection of relevant

images was achieved manually by humans who indexed images with the help of

Amazon Mechanical Turk5 a crowdsourcing Web service.125

In an attempt to automate the image annotation process, NEIL (Never End-

ing Image Learner) [33], a computer program that aims to extract visual knowl-

edge based on semi-supervised learning, collected, for each one of the concepts

it models, images through Google Image Search and used them to construct the

initial classifier. In the second step, NEIL, aims to extract concept relations130

while in the third step tries to find new instances from unlabeled data. The

second and the third step are continuously repeated in order to improve the

effectiveness of the initial classifier.

Do & Yanai [34] entered an automatic approach to build video datasets from

the Web. They harvested videos and then segment them into shots; relative135

shots were grouped into clusters. Their goal was to identify shots to be used as

5https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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training data for automatic detection of action concepts.

2.2. Image tagging with the aid of Flickr

According to Sigurbjörnsson & Zwol [25] research on Flickr about user anno-

tation, users use only a few tags to annotate their photos and tend to annotate140

images according to their content. Ulges et al. [35] confirmed the results of Sig-

urbjörnsson & Zwol and proved also that users share, in the Web, images with

specific structure and metadata.

Ntalianis et al. [36] developed a method for automatic annotation of image

datasets based on implicit interaction and visual concept modeling using data145

collected from Flickr. They found that the manual annotation of Flickr is much

more analytical and provides more keywords, compared to the typical usage of

keywords by ordinary users in Web search environments. They also mention

the difficulty to evaluate and weight the perception of users regarding the visual

content of images they do not own.150

Several approaches aiming at image clustering, making use of Flickr tags,

were also explored. Cui et al. [37] combined tags and visual image features so

to improve image clustering. Removal of irrelevant Flickr tags aiming at more

effective image retrieval was proposed from Xia et al. [38]. Their approach is

based on allocating content bi-layer clustering of similar images and dividing155

these images into groups. By grouping similar images based on the tags with a

stronger relationship they could identify and remove irrelevant tags.

2.3. Clickthrough approaches

Joachims et al. [26] discovered that differences between implicit and explicit

relevance judgments are not so far as they were thought to be. This innovative160

finding opened a new way, where implicit relevance judgments were considered

as training data for various machine learning-based improvements to informa-

tion retrieval [39, 40]. Clickthrough data is a form of implicit judgment easily

collectable and its collection introduces no additional cognitive burden on users

performing the queries. Thus, it is not a surprise that they were used as training165
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data in various tasks including the works of [41, 42], where a Latent Semantic

Analysis (LSA) algorithm was applied to search logs in order to build a semantic

space for indexing images.

Tsikrika et al. [43] examined the quality of clickthrough data for training

concept detectors in images. They showed that clickthrough data, if properly170

filtered, would be used for AIA. The problem with clickthrough data is that

they express the interpretation of end users rather than the creators / owners,

and, thus, they are highly subjective. Despite that, the use of clickthrough data

for developing AIA models is an attractive approach and Microsoft Research

announced, for a third year in a row, a challenge based on data provided by175

Bing search engine6.

Sarafis et al. [44], based on clickthrough data harvested from professional

image search engines, proved that a Fuzzy Support Vector Machine (FSVM)

approach and calculation of weights from language models can lead to signifi-

cant improvement in image retrieval, compared to concept detectors based on180

standard SVM and other machine learning approaches. In a further investiga-

tion [45], they pointed out that clickthrough data are valuable in constructing

concepts which can help to image retrieval, but label noise (irrelevant tags) is a

problem in machine learning approaches. So they extended their approach for

automatic concept detection by incorporating a filter for label noise handling.185

2.4. Visual and language data alignment techniques

A lot of work was, recently, devoted on aligning visual and language data

for image retrieval. Conventional approaches use natural language processing

techniques to automatically extract image tags from surrounding text / image

context. For instance, Tsapatsoulis [46] finds the text that surrounds an image190

with the aid of an HML parser and then identifies keywords from this text with

the aid of a learning free language model. Although his method for keyword ex-

traction seems fast and effective, extraction of image context (WICE) in generic

6http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/irc/
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web pages remains a challenge.

On a radically different view, Farhadi et al. [47] coined the challenge of gen-195

erating sentences from images. They proposed an architecture that learns an

intermediate meaning space to project image and sentence features that allow

retrieving text from images and vice versa. Based on this idea, Kiros et al. [48]

built a log-bilinear model that generates phrase description from images. They

introduced multimodal neural language models that can be conditioned on other200

modalities, such as the visual modality. Their model can be used to retrieve

images given complex description queries, retrieve phrase descriptions given im-

age queries, as well as generate text conditioned on images. They showed that,

in the case of image-text modelling, joint learning of word representations and

image features is feasible by training the models together with a convolutional205

network. According to the authors, their approach can generate sentence de-

scriptions for images without the use of templates, structured prediction, and

/ or syntactic trees. Compared to our work, the work Kiros et al. can be used

to give us another, more objective, feedback regarding the appropriateness of

Instagram hashtags as image annotation metadata for AIA purposes.210

Karpathy & Fei-Fei [27], in a notable work, developed further the idea of

Kiros et al. [48], and strived to generate dense descriptions of images (i.e., de-

scriptions per image region) by designing a model that is rich enough to si-

multaneously reason about contents of images and their representation in the

domain of natural language. Their model is based on a combination of Con-215

volutional Neural Networks over image regions, bidirectional Recurrent Neural

Networks over sentences, and a structured objective that aligns the two modal-

ities through a multimodal embedding. Their retrieval experiments were con-

ducted in Flickr8K [49], Flickr30K [50] and MSCOCO datasets [51]. One of the

practical challenges, the authors state, is that the available implicit descriptions220

of image datasets on the Internet multiplex mentions of several entities whose

locations in the images are unknown. Although in our work we do not refer to

image regions, rather we consider an image as a whole, we investigate an even

more primary problem: which of these descriptions, in the case of Instagram
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the hashtags, are related with the image content.225

Johnson et al. [52] introduced the dense captioning task, a computer vision

system that both localises and describe salient regions in images in natural

language. The dense captioning task generalises object detection based on single

word descriptions, and Image Captioning when one predicted region covers the

full image. The authors propose a Fully Convolutional Localization Network230

(FCLN) architecture that processes an image in a single forward pass without

requiring external regions proposals. The label sequences are generated through

a Recurrent Neural Network language model. Our work can inform techniques

like that of Johnson et al. [52]. Instagram hashtags are basically single word

descriptions; thus, selecting the ones that really describe the image content235

could eliminate outlier training points and would lead to faster convergence and

more effective image region annotation. In a recent work [53], we have tried to

setup a practical framework for filtering out irrelevant, to the image content,

hashtags so as to fulfil the previously mentioned task.

2.5. Quality of manual image annotation240

Several approaches deal with the quality of manual image annotation, es-

pecially under a crowdsourcing setting. Nowak & Ruger [54] investigated the

reliability of image annotation via crowdsourcing. They tried first to explore

to which extent several sets of expert annotations differ from each other and

then to investigate whether non-expert annotations are reliable. Their dataset245

consists of 99 images selected from the MIR Flickr Image Dataset and was an-

notated by 11 expert annotators from the Fraunhofer IDMT research staff using

53 concepts. The same set of images was distributed over the online marketplace

Amazon Mechanical Turk in order get non-expert annotations. The consistency

among expert annotators proved to be very high. The same also proved between250

the expert and non-expert groups. Thus, the conclusion was that crowdsourcing

annotation is as accurate as experts’ annotation.

Wang and Zhou, on an analysis about the crowdsourcing label quality, argue

that crowdsourcing data improve the quality of image annotation and the error
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rate decreases as a function of the number of people selected for annotation [28].255

In order to examine the image retrieval from social media and especially the

diversification of image retrieval results, Ionescu et al. [55] compared experts

and crowdsourcing annotation. The results showed that in the crowdsourcing

annotation the inter-rater agreement was a slightly lower than expert annota-

tors. Veloso et al. [56] designed an algorithm aimed to automatically annotate260

clothes in photos users upload in social media such as Facebook and Instagram.

They observed that user comments accompanying images in these media con-

tain similar terms, depicting common garment items. As a part of their research

regarding diversification of image retrieval results in the environment of social

media, they examined the differences between expert and non-expert annotators.265

They found that expert annotators perform a bit better than non-experts for

the aforementioned classification task. Comparison between expert annotation

and crowdsourced annotation was also examined in the framework of automatic

genre identification. Asheghi et al. [57] proposed crowdsourced annotation as a

way to produce reliable web genre corpus with high interannotator consistency.270

For this purpose they used crowdsourcing and they calculated an agreement

between annotators reaching 88,2%. However, annotation was performed on a

web page level and not on photos. Nevertheless, this work provides another

indication showing that crowdsourcing annotations can be used as a replace-

ment of expert annotation in image tagging. Crowdsourcing annotation was275

also used for video annotation. In an investigation regarding the accuracy of

crowdsourced video labeling, Di Salvo et al. [58], found that the aforementioned

annotation method generates reliable results.

Since crowdsourcing annotation is far more cheaper and efficient than ex-

perts’ annotation the conclusions of the works described earlier opened up new280

ways in application requiring training corpora, and towards AIA as well [55].

The importance of crowdsourcing annotation leads to several research efforts

which further examine the quality of crowdsourced data. In crowdsourcing an-

notation, the participants expose different behavior during the annotation task.

There are many reasons for the aforementioned behavior including the level of285
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expertise, low-attention / low-concentration when they perform the task and

there is always the bad intent of the annotators. Annotators with bad intention

might be spammers, dishonest users or users trying to manipulate the system

by answering in an unrelated or nonsense way [59]. In a research about crowd-

sourcing annotators’ consistency Theodosiou et. al. [60] used both vocabulary290

keywords and free keywords to check whether guided annotation (as assumed

by the use of structured vocabulary) would increase annotation consistency.

The researchers concluded that, indeed, by combing free keywords and vocab-

ulary keywords annotation consistency increases compared to the use of free

keywords alone. Baba & Kashima [61] suggested a two-stage procedure in order295

to evaluate the quality of crowdsourcing work. In the first stage, the crowd

performs the annotation and next the results are reviewed. In order to control

the quality of annotations, unsupervised statistical methods are involved in-

cluding a parameter accounting for the reviewers’ bias. Li et al. [62] developed

a framework, called Requallo, in order to keep a balance between quality and300

quantity of annotated data. They aimed to optimize the ‘value for money’ of

annotation tasks in commercial crowdsourcing platforms given a limited budget.

They use annotators consistency, named as ‘confidence’, as a measurement of

quality; thus, annotation results having high quality are those with high confi-

dence. Hu et al. [63] tried to overcome the problem of low-quality annotations305

in crowdsourcing services by introducing a model which combines expert anno-

tation with crowd annotation. They managed to achieve better performance in

crowdsourcing learning tasks with the least possible number of expert labels.

This paper extends our previous work [64] by increasing both the number of

images used for annotation, from 30 to 1000, as well as the number of partici-310

pants, from 39 to 362, in order to verify the validity of conclusions drawn from

that study. In addition, and in in order to generate an online questionnaire

for our research with a random selection of the image subset presented to each

participant, we redesigned our database schema (see Figure 1) and implement

it in MySQL. Also, the results are automatically analysed with the aid of PHP315
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code and presented online in a web page7. Because, a few of the participants in

the previous study were also participated in the current study we chose to use

a totally different image dataset; thus, none of the 30 images of the previous

study was included in the new image dataset.

As in [64] the purpose of the current study is to examine if participants would320

choose the owner hashtags to annotate the image rather than random hashtags.

We assume that owners’ annotation data (in our case Instagram hashtags) are

more close to experts’ annotation compared to that of crowdsourcing since the

latter expresses the end-users’ perspective. Furthermore, web-crawled data are

far more easier to collect than crowdsourcing ones. Among the web-crawled325

data, the ones collected from Instagram are much more accurate (in terms of

descriptive value) compared to those used in traditional web-document indexing

(keyword extraction from web-pages) while they are richer than those collected

via clickthroughs or other forms of implicit judgement.

3. Methodology330

In order to derive concrete results, in our study we followed a hybrid method-

ology combining a set up from social science research with a strict mathematical

framework which is common in natural sciences. We decided to define clear re-

search questions and properly select the participants of the experiment rather

than randomly choosing among ordinary users of social media. We consider335

that in order to assess the descriptive value of Instagram hashtags of the photo

owners / creators we need users that are familiar both with the social media and

the use of metadata in digital content. Librarians would be ideal for this pur-

pose. They use social networks daily and one of their main tasks is to organise

knowledge and annotate electronic resources, so we can say they are, in some re-340

spect, experts in image annotation. Moreover, undergraduate and postgraduate

university students are also good candidates for the population group because

7http://cis.cut.ac.cy/ nicolas.tsapatsoulis/aiai2015/code/user annot.php
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Table 1: User demographics

# participants Female Male Average Age (± Std)

295 227 (76.9%) 68 (23.1%) 33.2 ± 11.2

Table 2: Social media usage of users participated in this study

Internet exp. (years) Facebook Twitter Google+ Instagram Other

13.6 ± 5.8 81.7% 37.3% 35.3% 32.2% 22%

social media are highly popular among students as we can conclude from the

survey of Pew Research Internet Project [10]. Details of users’ demographics

and social media usage are shown in Tables 1 & 2.345

3.1. Aim of the research

The present study has two goals. The first is to investigate whether Insta-

gram hashtags accompanying images can be used as image tags so as to create

image-tag pairs for training machine learning approaches for AIA. The second

is to provide a rough estimation on the percentage of Instagram hashtags that350

describe the visual content of accompanying images. Towards this end, we had

to select pictures from Instagram and to design an online questionnaire. We

decided to create a set of 1000 images which were selected from 100 different

subjects / hashtags (10 relevant images per subject / hashtag). Those images

were uploaded to Instagram by 970 different Instagram users. Owners’ hashtags355

surrounding these images were automatically crawled using the Beautiful Soup8

library of Python. Then we chose, manually, 1 to 4 hashtags for each picture,

which, according to our interpretation, better describe its visual content since,

as mentioned previously, not all hashtags are intended to describe an image

8http://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/bs4/doc/
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Figure 1: The database schema used to store annotation data and questionnaire results

to increase its findability. Images, along with the corresponding hashtags and360

owner’s nickname were stored in a database created using MySQL. The schema

of this database is shown in Figure 1. The aforementioned process of manu-

ally choosing images and manually entering the appropriate data in the online

database took place between 2 June 2015 and 12 August 2015.

An online questionnaire (see http://cismir.ymdweb.com/) was designed365

based on the data stored in the database aiming to evaluate the descriptive

power of chosen hashtags with respect to the corresponding images. Owner’s

hashtags along with irrelevant ones are presented beside each picture, and the

participants are asked to choose among them the ones that better describe the

shown photo. Fig. 2 presents an example. Among the eight choices given only370

two are hashtags the owner of the photo used in the Instagram. If participants’

choices coincide with the hashtags the owner gave, we have a good indication

that these hashtags are, indeed, related with the visual content of the picture

(since what the participants see is the context-free picture without any sort of

metadata).375
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Figure 2: An example of an image interpretation multiple choice question

3.2. Data collection

As mentioned before the data for this study gathered using an online ques-

tionnaire. The aim was to increase the number of participants, reduce the time

required to fill in the questionnaire and avoid fatigue effects. For the latter,

each participant was asked to ‘annotate’ only 20, randomly selected from the380

database, images in each session. However, users are allowed to repeat the pro-

cess through another session as many times as they wish. Furthermore, with the

online questionnaire we have the possibility to automate the result extraction

process9. The choices given for each picture are either four or eight depending

on the number of hashtags the owner used. If only one hashtag of the owner385

was present then the choices given to the participants are four (including the

hashtag of the owner); otherwise, the participants are given eight options to se-

lect from. This rule was applied in order to keep a minimum chance level higher

9see http://cis.cut.ac.cy/~nicolas.tsapatsoulis/aiai2015/code/
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than or equal to 25%. The ‘wrong’ hashtags are randomly selected among the

hashtags given to other images stored in the database. In any case, participants390

are not aware that any of the given choices are related in any respect with the

picture; thus, they are free to select as many of them as they wish according to

their interpretation of the shown photo.

In order to reduce bad annotators we asked the participants to register, using

username and password, so to complete the questionnaire. However, we have to395

note that participants had to provide a username and not their email, so that

we can ensure the anonymity of the questionnaire. On a voluntarily basis users

are also asked to fill in information about their age, gender, years of internet

experience and social media usage (see Tables 1 & 2)10.

Initially, four online questionnaires were distributed by electronic mail to400

four experts in order to evaluate them. The results of the evaluation assisted

the creation of a more appropriate version, which was, then, distributed by

electronic mail to librarians in Cyprus and Greece, to undergraduate and post-

graduate students of the department of Communication & Internet Studies of

the Cyprus University of Technology and to students of the Open University of405

Cyprus. A total of 362 users were registered; however, only 295 of them filled

in the questionnaire at least once. 349 questionnaires were collected since some

of the users took more than one session.

Students is one of the most active group in visual based social media such as

Instagram and Facebook. Thus, they are familiar with both online images and410

their implicit annotation through comments, legends and hashtags. Librarians,

on the other hand, provide a more professional view of image annotation. Deal-

ing with image (and multimedia in general) tagging and social network media

is a part of their everyday work. The contemporary digital libraries contain

enormous amounts of digitised content, most of which is in the form of pictures.415

Librarians are a special group who frequently interact with this type of content

aiming to provide annotation that fulfil the search needs of everyday people

10see also: http://cis.cut.ac.cy/~nicolas.tsapatsoulis/aiai2015/code/user_dem.php
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as well as the requirements of specific groups such as researchers working on

the fields of image and multimedia retrieval. The fact that the librarians come

from two different countries reduces the cultural bias of image interpretation.420

However, we cannot claim that this bias is fully eliminated since the way people

evaluate the content of an image varies significantly across the Globe.

3.3. Mathematical Formulation

Let us denote by P i the i-th participant (i=1,...,NP ) of a total of NP par-

ticipants (NP = 295 in this study as already mentioned above). We also denote425

with Ij the j-th image (j=1,...,NI) in the image dataset where NI is the total

number of images annotated at least from one user (in our case NI = 955).

By set H = {h1, h2, ..., hNH
} we define the set of hashtags the owners / cre-

ators used to tag the images in set I while NH is the total number of tags (in

this study NH = 557) used for this purpose. We should note here that the430

number of hashtags is smaller than the number of images due to the methodol-

ogy we followed to collect images. As mentioned before the set of 1000 images

were retrieved from 100 different subjects/hashtags (10 relevant images per sub-

ject/hashtag) so there was at least one common hashtag in each category (10

images). Moreover, common hashtags were located between the categories as435

well.

In order be able to conclude on the research questions defined earlier we must

use some effectiveness measures. For this purpose we modified the well known

Recall, Precision and F-measures [65] to fit in with the current experiment. In

particular we define the participant’s P i recall value, Rij , for image Ij as the440

proportion of owner’s hashtags, for this image, that were selected by P i in the

questionnaire. In a mathematically formal way this is given by:

Rij =
||Tjc ∩Tji||
||Tjc||

(1)

where Tjc is the set of distinct hashtags assigned to image Ij by the image

owner, Tji is the set of distinct hashtags the participant P i assigned to image
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Ij (based on the choices presented to him/her in the questionnaire), ∩ is the445

set intersection operation and ||Ω|| denotes the cardinality of set Ω.

Extending eq. 1 across all images participant P i annotated we get the overall

per participant recall value:

Ri =

∑NI

j=1

∥∥∥Tjc ∩Tji

∥∥∥
∑NI

j=1,Tji 6=∅

∥∥∥Tjc

∥∥∥
(2)

where the constraint Tji 6= ∅ indicates that summation refers only to the images

participant P i annotated.450

The overall per image recall value is computed with the aid of eq. 3:

Rj =

∑NP

i=1

∥∥∥Tjc ∩Tji

∥∥∥

N j
P ·
∥∥∥Tjc

∥∥∥
(3)

where N j
P is the number of participants who annotated image Ij .

In a similar manner we define per image (see eq. 5) and per participant

precision (see eq. 6), i.e., the proportion of a participant’s choices that coincide

with owner’s hashtags, and F-measure (harmonic mean of recall and precision)455

as follows:

Pij =
||Tjc ∩Tji||
||Tji||

(4)

(precision of participant’s P i choices for j-th image)

Pj =

∑NP

i=1

∥∥∥Tjc ∩Tji

∥∥∥
∑NP

i=1

∥∥∥Tji

∥∥∥
(5)

Pi =

∑NI

j=1

∥∥∥Tjc ∩Tji

∥∥∥
∑NI

j=1

∥∥∥Tji

∥∥∥
(6)

Fj =
2 ·Rj · Pj

Rj + Pj
(7)

Fi =
2 ·Ri · Pi

Ri + Pi
(8)
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Let us now assume an index of hashtags ~V in which all the hashtag choices

presented to the participants though the questionnaire images are concatenated.

That is, if in the questionnaire the participants are asked to choose between 8460

hashtags in the first image then these hashtags are the first 8 entries of vector

~V . The available hashtag choices for the second image of the questionnaire

will follow, then that of the third image and so on. Note that in index V the

same hashtag may appear more than once and in different position indicating a

particular choice for a specific image.465

If we denote with ‘1’ the hashtags chosen by a specific participant and with

‘0’ the hashtags not chosen then a participant P ican be represented by a binary

vector ~P i, with length equal to that of index ~V , denoting his / her ‘profile’.

In a similar way we can define the creators / owners vector, say ~C in which

the hashtags used by the photo owners are represented with ones and hashtags470

not used by zeros. Obviously, the vector ~C does not correspond to a specific

user profile but to the aggregated profile of all photo owners. The similarity

of images’ interpretation between photo owners / creators and each one of the

participants can be, then, estimated by any vector comparison metric. Because

both vectors ~C and ~P i are binary ones the choose of Hamming distance [66] is475

evident. The aforementioned distance was introduced by Richard Hamming, is

implied only at two equal strings and gives the number of positions at which

corresponding symbols differ [66].

Thus, the similarity S(C, P i) between the choices a participant P i made in

order to characterize the images in the questionnaire with the actual hashtags480

the owners used, is given by:

S(C, P i) = 1− h(~C, ~P i)
L

(9)

where h(~C, ~P i) is the Hamming distance of vectors ~C and ~P i and L is the

corresponding vector space dimension (i.e., the length of vectors ~C and ~P i and

index ~V ).
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Table 3: Per participant Recall, Precision and F-measure value statistics

Mean St. Dev. Minimum Maximum

Recall 0.661 0.182 0.267 0.980

Precision 0.919 0.079 0.571 1.000

F-measure 0.751 0.122 0.364 0.976

Figure 3: Average hashtags’ recall, precision and F-measure per participant. The top 20 and

bottom 20 performing participants are shown
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Figure 4: Average hashtags’ recall, precision and F-measure per participant. For ease inter-

pretation the user ids were sorted based on F-measure (top) and recall (bottom) from lowest

to highest values
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4. Experimental Results and Discussion485

The data of the 295 filled in questionnaires were analyzed with aid of SPSS11,

MS Excel12 and the MATLAB13 platform using the metrics defined in the pre-

vious section. Three users were identified as outliers, due to extremely low

F-measure (users with ids 145 and 212) or unexpectedly a high number of key-

words per image (user with id 20314), and their answers were ignored. Fig.3490

shows the per participants’ Recall (eq. 2), Precision (eq. 6) and F-measure (eq. 8)

of the pictures each participant had to interpret in the experiment (in the di-

agram we show the metrics for the 40 participants having the more extreme

F-measure scores). As already explained not all participants evaluated all im-

ages; thus, the computations were done using the subsets of images shown to495

the participants according to the questionnaire they were given. Figure 4 shows

the average hashtags’ recall, precision and F-measure for all participants. For

ease interpretation, the user ids were sorted based on F-measure (top diagram)

and recall(bottom diagram) from lowest to highest values

Some basic statistics of the per participant Recall, Precision and F-measure500

are shown in Table 3. We see there that the recall performance per participant

is 0.661 ± 0.182 with the extreme values being 0.267 (minimum) and 0.980

(maximum). Thus, the conclusion is that at least two out three hashtags used

by the owner in Instagram images is relevant to image content since other users

consider it descriptive as well. The variation in performance, among users,505

is rather low indicating that in the experiment there were no spammers or

users with dishonest behavior (excluding the three users mentioned earlier).

The per participant precision is significantly higher (0.919 ± 0.079) than recall,

showing the tendency of people to use as few as possible keywords to describe an

image. This is in agreement with the generic behavior of Web users who use, on510

11http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/
12https://products.office.com/en-us/excel
13http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
14 for more details see http://cis.cut.ac.cy/~nicolas.tsapatsoulis/aiai2015/code/

user_annot.php
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Figure 5: The hamming distance between participants and image owners / creators

average, one to three keywords when searching for information through search

engines [67] as well as with similar findings regarding the number of hashtags

accompanying Instagram images [20]. Of course, we do not know whether this is

an intrinsic human tendency or a behavior cultivated by the way search engines

work (the fewer the keywords given the more the results presented to the user).515

Furthermore, the high precision values indicate also that the participants did

not answer (chose hashtags for the shown images) randomly.

Overall, with the aid of Fig.3 and Table 3 we can conclude on both research

questions set in this study. Given that the participants in our experiments can

be seen as experts (librarians and students having high experience with visual520

content tagging in the Internet and social media) we can claim that around 66%

of the Instagram hashtags, that accompany images, are relevant to the actual

content of the images and can be used for training purposes in an AIA context.

The results confirm also the findings in our previous study [64] where 55%

Instagram hashtags that accompany images proved to be relevant to the actual525

content of the images. The difference in scores (66% in the current study vs

55% in the previous one) recall is higher, from 0.55 to 0.66 than in the previous

one, can be attributed to increased participation and larger dataset.

By pointing out that on average only 30% of the (owner’s) Instagram image
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Figure 6: Hamming distance between participants and image owners / creators. In the top

diagram we show the normalized distances for the 20 users with the best performance (low-

est Hamming distance) while in the bottom diagram we show the distances of the 20 least

performing users
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Table 4: Statistics of normalized Hamming distance between participants and photo owners

in image interpretation

Mean St. Dev. Minimum Maximum

0.408 0.170 0.048 1.000

hashtags are relevant to the images close to which they appear we can state that530

on average 20% (0.66 · 0.3) of Instagram hashtags are related with the visual

content of Instagram images.

Figure 5 shows the dissimilarity of image interpretation between each one of

the participants and the photo owners with the aid of (normalized) Hamming

distance and the mathematical formulation presented in the previous section.535

By normalized we mean that the Hamming distance is divided by the length

of the strings compared (in our case total number of choices presented to the

users -accompanying the photos- in the questionnaire session(s) they took). As

we see in Table 4 the average normalized Hamming distance between the photo

owners and the participants is 0.408±0.170. This means that there is on average540

40% disagreement (only two out of five hashtag choices / non-choices between

image owners and participants differ); thus, we can confirm, once again, that the

participants do not answer at random or in any dishonest manner. By looking

at the extreme values in Fig. 6 we see that two users (those with ids 212 and 145)

filled in the questionnaire in a clearly unfair way (total dissimilarity with hashtag545

choices / non choices of owners / creators) while another four (those with ids

263, 323, 115, 137) show unexpectedly low performance (high dissimilarity with

the interpretation of picture owners) and could be easily filtered out. We should

mention here that the users with ids 212 and 145 had been already identified

as ‘spammers’ due to very low F-measure score. On the other hand, the user550

with id 269 presents an excellent performance which indicates that even perfect

matching between owners and participants is not impossible; this means that the

hashtags given by the owners to the photos are indeed related with the visual
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Table 5: Per image Recall, Precision and F-measure value statistics

Mean St. Dev. Minimum Maximum

Recall 0.655 0.251 0.111 1.000

Precision 0.988 0.112 0.167 1.000

F-measure 0.814 0.185 0.200 1.000

content of images (i.e., what the images actually show and not, for instance,

context or emotional information).555

In Fig. 7 we present the per image Recall (eq.3), Precision (eq.5), and F-

measure (eq.7) values while in Table 5 are shown summary statistics for those

values. We should mention here that keywords selected by only one user for

images that received more than two annotations were considered ‘noise’ and

were excluded from the calculations15. The basic aim of this analysis is to check560

whether the difficulty of interpreting images depends on their visual content.

Comparing Tables 3 and 5 we observe that the variation of Recall, Precision,

and F-measure across images is higher than that across participants. The same

also holds for the extreme values. Thus, we can conclude that image content

affects interpretability.565

In Fig. 8 we show the images, annotated by at least 35 users each, with the

lowest recall scores (from left to right images with ids 1366, 1677 and 1256). In

the first case (photo annotated by 40 users, recall=0.4, precision=1.0) the owner

gave the hashtags #dog, #bathtime, #bubbles but, probably due to photo reso-

lution, only 10 out of the 40 users that annotated this photo selected the hashtag570

#bathtime and none of them selected the hashtag #bubbles. Similarly, for the

photo with id 1677 (photo annotated by 35 users, recall=0.44, precision=0.94)

the owner gave the hashtags #plate and #porcelain but only 11 out of 35 users

15per image annotation results can be seen at: http://cis.cut.ac.cy/~nicolas.

tsapatsoulis/aiai2015/code/photo_annot.php
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Figure 7: Average hashtags’ recall, precision and F-measure per image. We show the scores

for the 20 most easy and most difficult (in terms of recall) to interpret photos

Figure 8: Difficult to interpret images
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selected the first while 20 out of 35 users selected the latter (#porcelain). It

seems that, probably due to the angle this photo was taken, it is difficult for575

the users to interpret it. Finally, the photo with id 1256 (photo annotated by

38 users, recall=0.46, precision=1.00) was assigned by the owner the hashstags

#flowers, #spring, #summer. While the first hashtag was easily recognized by

the users, none of them selected the hashtag #summer and only 20 out of 38

selected the hashtag #spring. Both #spring and #summer can be considered as580

abstract concepts in terms of visual identification. However, flowers are strongly

correlated with spring; thus, half of the users made the association and selected

spring as a keyword for this particular photo. We should mention here that the

set of difficult to interpret images differs from our previous study [64] since the

images used in the experiments also differ (see the discussion in Section 3.2).585

However, the methodology used to identify these images remains same: The dif-

ficult to interpret images are those having the lowest hashtag recall score among

the participants.

In the last part of our analysis, we deal with the recall values of the hash-

tags. Our assumption is that abstract concepts should have lower recall values590

than concepts referring to tangible objects. Figure 9 presents the recall values

for the 20 most easily and the 20 hardest to retrieve owners’ hashtags. It is

clear that abstract concepts tend to have low recall values, as expected (see

for instance ‘Climatechange’, ‘Visualsoflife’, ‘Ruins’), however, there still many

hashtags referring to non-abstract concepts that have low recall values as well595

(e.g. ‘Beijing’, ‘Pet’, ‘Rings’, ‘Book’). This lead us to the conclusion that out

of context interpretation of images is, in some cases, problematic. Neverthe-

less, the difficulty of interpretation in this case does not necessarily mean that

the hashtag used by the owner is inappropriate for characterizing the particu-

lar image. By saying so we mean that the pair image-hashtag is still a good600

training example. Finally, the two hashtags with zero recall values (‘Summer’,

‘Bubbles’) had been already identified (see the earlier discussion on the difficult

to interpret images) as problematic cases due to irrelevant use by the owner

(‘Summer’) and low photo resolution in the questionnaire (‘Bubbles’).
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Figure 9: Percentage of the participants that chose each of the owner / creator hashtags. The

20 most easily (top) and hardest (bottom) to retrieve hashtags are shown
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5. Conclusion605

In this paper we have presented our study about the descriptive value of In-

stagram hashtags as metadata for the images they accompany. By measuring if

the participants would choose the same hashtags with the image creator / owner

we found that in the 66% of the chosen hashtags participants and owners agree

that the suggested hashtags can describe the visual content of an image. More-610

over, we have an indication that approximately 20% of the Instagram hashtag

datasets are appropriate for use in training examples (image - tag pairs) for ma-

chine learning algorithms. The results show also that an important portion of

image hashtags in Instagram are not directly related with the concept depicted

by the image. We have found also that both the image content and the context615

in which an image resides affect its interpretability. However, as we explained,

this does not necessarily imply that the pairs images - difficult to interpret tags

are invalid for training purposes.

In order to achieve Automatic Image Annotation is necessary to create good

training examples, i.e. pairs of images and relevant tags. From the results we can620

conclude that large part of hashtags are not directly related with image’s visual

content. So research has to be done in order to locate and remove stophashtags

and fully automated the hashtag selection procedure. As stophashtags we can

define meaningless hashtags that frequently occur in different categories and

these hashtags represent noise [68]. In a recent work [53] we propose a theo-625

retical and empirical framework through which stophashtags can be identified.

Also, techniques that create textual descriptions from images (such as those of

Farhadi et al. [47], Kiros et al. [48], Karpathy & Fei-Fei [27] and Johnson et

al. [52]) with aid of deep learning or similar approaches [69] can be used as an

objective, cross-checking, mechanism for identifying Instagram hashtags that630

are relevant to image content.

Another action that can be taken in the future is to check the validity of

image-hashtag pairs for training visual concept models (see [7]) in practice. This

will lead us to a second, practical, stage of investigation and will allow compar-
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ison of the theoretical findings of this study with practical issues faced during635

training. However, we must be aware that, in machine learning, good training

examples must be properly processed to extract appropriate, for learning, low

level features; this is by no means an easy task.
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Highlights 

 

 Instagram hashtags as annotation metadata is examined. 

 Instagram photo-hastags as training sets for Automatic Image Annotation is 

proposed. 

 Half of the chosen Instagram hashtags describe the visual content of an 

image.  

 Instagram hashtags can be used as training examples for machine learning 

algorithms.   
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